Our solution to connect your offices around the world

Business Talk

A truly global fixed-line voice service enabling high-quality calling between corporate sites and any destination in the world. This dynamic and versatile service empowers our customers to address the various challenges of maintaining an enterprise voice environment, including real-time digital tools for ordering, monitoring and control.

The result? Improved productivity, visibility and agility for your business and a seamless collaboration experience for your employees. All delivered with significant cost savings and control for your company.
The comprehensive voice solution to address your telephony needs

Handle all your calling needs, on-net or off-net, inbound or outbound.

- **On-net dialing** (site-to-site)
- **Off-net dialing** to fixed and mobile (domestic and international PSTN breakout)
- **Direct inwards dialing** +CC (0) NSN (numbers assignment or portability)

### Performance and quality

#### Simplicity
- Consolidated and centralized voice connections from multiple countries
- Visibility of all sites
- Internet network connection for small sites

#### Efficiency and reliability
- Offering the broadest coverage for on-net and off-net services
- UC interoperability certifications from best-in-class vendors
- High performance
- UC ready

#### Cost optimization
- Centralization
- Immediate savings on traffic
- Flexible access types available to enable savings for small sites

### Business Talk goes digital

Buy and deploy numbers in a few clicks in many countries.

You can now order, configure and self-manage your international voice services in real time for maximum customer autonomy, flexibility and control.
Why Orange

**Dedicated support**

Our teams are able to support you 24x7 all around the world.

**Local voice services**

Want to move away from having to source separate local and long-distance providers? Orange can help you consolidate all your in-country voice needs, including LVS, to a centralized SIP solution in multiple markets.

**Tailored invoicing**

Choose the invoicing that best suits your needs, local or central billing, depending on how you want to manage your costs.

**Customized reporting tools**

Track and manage your traffic consumption online with our online service management portal.

For more information about Business Talk, contact your local account team or visit us at [www.orange-business.com/where-we-are](http://www.orange-business.com/where-we-are)